
This unique and comprehensive Numerology course will help you: 

• Quickly and easily understand the concepts and uses of Numerology 

• Grow in self-confidence and self-awareness

• Improve your intuitive abilities with a solid and ancient system 

• Integrate Numerology with other divination systems

• Greatly improve your experience of life with Numerology's insights

I am proud to introduce Power Numerology.  These are the same tools that I use to gain
information about people and situations quickly, easily and naturally, to help others make

confident and clear decisions in their lives.  This is WAY beyond any book or website on
Numerology, as it contains NEW information that has been largely unknown.

"But I hate math!"

Numerology is not difficult!  This is something I am constantly telling my clients, classes and
workshop participants. I developed this course for ANYONE who wants to use this incredibly

powerful tool.   If you can add and subtract, you can do Numerology!

Here's why everyone can benefit from Power Numerology...

• First, this six-module course is designed to take you to the next level, no matter where you 
are starting.  If you know nothing about numerology, then you will be LIGHT YEARS ahead 
of everyone else.  If you have some experience in numerology, then you will learn NEW 
approaches and interpretations that will increase your impact, effectiveness and accuracy.

• Second, you will receive support materials that will backup your knowledge and skills 
with practice and insights from an experienced and knowledgeable Numerologist. 

• Third, this is a NEW APPROACH to numerology, that, while standing on the shoulders of 
giants, will take you in a NEW DIRECTION that will enable you to use numerology in more 
powerful and life-altering ways.

Power Numerology
Simple.   Powerful.   Practical.



Curriculum & Course Schedule   

Power Numerology will move you through a step-by-step system to teach you every Numerology 
concept, and how to apply it clearly and accurately.

Each module in Power Numerology includes: 

• Hours of original content from Don that will teach you EVERYTHING you need to 
know about Numerology 

• Unique approaches that make learning fun and insightful 

• Exercises that will support each module

Module One: Numerology Boot Camp
The first step to Numerology mastery is to understand the basic, 

foundational realities of Numerology.  While those who have experience 
with Numerology in the past might skip this module, there is information 
here that is high-value and potent power! 

In this module, I will give you the tools of understanding why 
Numerology works so well, how it applies to various systems and modalities,
and the building blocks of becoming a Numerology rock star!

 

A Trip Through Time - You will learn the very origins of Numerology, and how it developed to
its present form.  You will also learn the implications of this history for Akashic Records, 
Past Life Analysis, and even fashion design!

Basic Number Meanings - These are the foundations of Numerology, and cannot be over-
emphasized.  You will learn the 12 basic number meanings, with their many facets and 
characteristics - yes, even colors! 

Why the Math Works - Discover what addition and subtraction REALLY mean, and how we 
apply it to every aspect of Numerology for accurate and hard-hitting readings.  

The Life Path - You will learn how to compute your personal Life Path, and interpret it 
accurately.  You will gain insight into your life-purpose and mission, and the challenges 
you face.  This is the very first step on the road to a new world of insight and adventure!



Module Two: Birthdays and Names
The day you were born has incredible significance for your life.  In fact, the 

name you were given also carries power and energetic potentials for your life 
journey!

In this module, you will learn more information from someone's birthday, as 
well as understand more about how a name can mean a thousand things!

 

Life Cycles - We will look at your life in the stages "from the cradle to the grave".  As we 
examine the energies in each stage of life, we gain new insights into what might happen. 

Attainments & Challenges - We will learn how to see the high points in one's life, as well as 
the challenges that need to be overcome to make those high points a reality!

The Power of Letters - Numerology is not just about birthdays; names are important, too!  We 
will talk about what letters mean, and how each letter is its own number. 

The Basic Name Profile - You will begin to learn how to extract an incredible amount of 
information from your name, beginning with the Three Core Characteristics that get into 
the head and heart of a person.  Learn what makes you tick! 

Module Three: Digging Deep
We're going even deeper in this third module!  You will learn how to generate

an entire profile of a person, and interpet it with accuracy and clarity.

What begins as a simple analysis of a name and birthdate will reveal the 
growth potential, abilities, talents and hidden treasures in your life and the lives 
of those around you.  There's a lot here, just waiting to be explored! 

Inclusions & Expressions - Details about a person's name reveal tons of information.  You will 
see how the amounts of certain letters give greater insights into a person's personality and 
potential. 

Personal Calendar - Learn the details of creating an energetic calendar for anyone, including 
the dominant energies in any given day or hour in a person's life. 

Excursions - Chart every year of someone's life: expectations, energy and everything in 
between! 



Module Four: Practical Applications
We take a break before the final two modules to talk about the many 

applications of Numerology for everyday life.  

There's so much information that you've learned so far, it's time to see how 
some of this knowledge can be used in a practical way for daily life, social 
situations, and problem-solving approaches.

 
      Location, Location, Location! - What is the impact of Numerology on phone numbers, city 

names, license plates, or even home locations?  We'll explore how numbers can really make 
a difference! 

Meet Mr. X - You're at a party, and you only know a handful of people.  How do you get to 
know someone ONLY by his or her first name?  Find out how! 

Repeating Numbers   - Many people have the experience of numbers that consistently appear 
in their lives.  We will explore what these numbers mean, and how you can use them to 
help your spiritual growth. 

Finding Balance - The insights of Numerology can help us find a great deal of balance in our 
lives.  We will look at how to apply energetic forecasts to daily planning and preparation.

Module Five:  Matrix Numerology 
  Up to this point, we have been in the realm of very traditional Numerology.  

In this module, we go beyond the boundaries of traditional Numerology, into the
realms of number groupings that provide multiple levels of information and 
insight.  Additionally, we allow our intuition to become more actively involved 
in the interpretation process, as well as meditation with these numbers as a 
source of additional means.  This is the world of Matrix Numerology.  

The Matrix Principle & the Lo-Shu Matrix - Learn how generating and arranging a matrix of 
numbers can create a three-dimensional window into one's life!  You will learn the matrix 
that started it all.

The "American" Matrix - You will be trained in how to create this 16-number matrix of 
numbers from someone's birthday, and how to interpret it easily and clearly.

The Mystic Window - This 25-cell matrix is a secret weapon I use for powerful readings.  You 
will get the inside information on how to create and interpret this limitless fountain of 
insight. 

The Four Winds Matrix - This is the most advanced matrix out there.  In this gathering of 81 
numbers, you will find a profile of years-worth of information as a person goes through life.
It sounds difficult, but it's really child's play!



Module Six:  Making Connections
This final module will explore how Numerology fits into the larger scheme of 

various divination systems.  Nearly every system has roots in Numerology, and 
you will learn how to use the insights of your study to render more meanings, 
interpretations and applications from other oracles.   You will also learn how 
we can use Numerology as an aid to meditation, to answer questions quickly 
and easily, and to aid the process of the Law of Attraction to manifest our 
dreams. 

       Psychic Tools - How do you integrate Numerology with other divination systems, without 
breaking your brain?  You will discover how easily Numerology can enhance other psychic 
tools. 

Answer the Question - There are methods of answering your questions without hours and 
hours of computation.  You will learn a secret method for getting quick and insightful 
answers without all the fuss!

Law of Attraction & Manifestation - Manifesting our dreams is important, but difficult.  
Learn how to use some very special principles to begin the manifestation process with the 
Power of Numbers.

Three One-Hour Check-in sessions with Don
I will not give you a truckload of resources, and then hope you know how to apply them 

easily.  It's not honest, ethical or responsible.  That's why I want to check-in with you to see how 
you are growing and learning, as well as identify areas where you can focus more of your energy, 
practice and intention. 

These 3 one-hour phone sessions make all the difference!  You will experience 
incredible personal growth from these sessions, and get the energy, resources and focus you need 
to be a Numerology Wizard!

 



That's not all...
Special Bonuses for You!

I developed this course because I know what it's like to learn everything your own, without 
support. I also know what it's like to compare yourself to everyone else and never feel good 
enough.  I want you to succeed!

These bonuses are worth as much (or more) than Power Numerology itself! 

Bonus #1: Spirituality Development Talks
The more you delve into Numerology, you will start to grow in your interest 

for spiritual development, as things start to connect and make sense for you.

You will receive seven audio lectures that focus on transformation, 
spirituality and making groundbreaking changes in your life. 

These audio files include: 

• Meditation Outside the Box 

• Numerology & Meditation  

• Principles of Spiritual Growth 

• Freedom from Confusion & Uncertainty 

• Working with Energy on an Intuitive Level in Numerology 

• Waking Up to the Real Reality

• A Spiritual Game Plan for Every Day

Listen to them as you wish and they are yours to use forever!

Value: $500



Bonus #2: Opening the Door to Successful Living
When we use Numerology, there is often a practical purpose in mind.  

We want to find the right job, find the best relationship, and generally to 
get what we want in life.   

In this packed report, I talk about what it takes to open the doors to 
successful living.  When you finish reading this report, you will understand more about the 
dynamics involved in creating the best life you want, and how to start down the path to making it 
a reality.  

Value:  $75

Bonus #3: Numerology Q&A
When I give Numerology demonstrations, there are always questions, ranging
everywhere from technique and interpretation, to meditation and 
applications. I have created an hour-long Q & A audio session so that you can 
hear, directly from me, what I think about some of the most common 
questions I get asked. 

This is valuable information, normally reserved for my one-on-one private 
clients, and you are getting it completely for FREE.

Value: $197



Are you Ready to Master Numerology, Right Now? 

You will receive: 

1. The Complete "Power Numerology" Six-Module Numerology Course (Value $2000). 

2. 7 Downloadable Guided Meditations for Repeated Listening on Your Computer or 
Portable Device (Value $97)

3. Bonus #1: Audio Lectures Designed to Support Your Spiritual Growth (Value $500)

4. Bonus #2: "Opening the Door to Successful Living" Report  (Value $75)

5. Bonus #3: Numerology Q & A (Value $197)

6. Three one-hour check-in sessions with Don, to help you learn even more!  (Value $300)

You have the option to pay upfront - 
or to pay with 3 installments, if you need to break it up!

If you book now, this powerful course is only $525  $297 

Or you can pay three easy payments of $107 

Contact me directly to begin your journey!

I look forward to working with you!!!

Don Marlette
Psychic Medium

Legal Disclaimer: Every effort has been made to accurately represent this program and its potential. Each
individual’s success depends on his or her background, dedication, motivation and desire. Everything

represented here is believed to be accurate, but are not intended to guarantee that anyone will achieve the
same or similar results.

donthepsychic.weebly.com             563-582-3865

mailto:don.marlette@gmail.com?subject=Power%20Numerology%20Enrollment
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